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Abstract 
With the changing of times and the rapid development of science and tech-
nology, the world is faced with global information. And the access to infor-
mation becomes very important, especially in such special times as epidemic 
crisis. The media in every country are quickly gathering information to spread 
news internationally, which should be paid great attention to, for they are the 
focuses of the world, and the events in the news relate to the image of a country. 
However, every country has its own national condition, which naturally decides 
the differences existing in their media reports. China Daily and the New York 
Times are selected as research subjects, with chosen news ranging from Feb-
ruary 2020 to May 2020. China Daily is the major media for foreign publicity 
in China, while the New York Times is also famous since the United States is 
the representative of the West. This paper explores international news on 
COVID-19 of the above two media to understand their differences and find 
out the reasons. In this paper, the content analysis method is adopted to ex-
tract part of international news for qualitative analysis. The ultimate goal of 
the comparative study is to improve China’s external publicity capacity. 
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1. Introduction 

With the constant updating of technology, the whole world has been connected 
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by the Internet, and the earth has become a global village. Under such circums-
tance, politics, economy and culture of the whole world are all connected in dif-
ferent ways. Information globalization is accelerating. The news media play an 
indispensable role in the globalization of information. Lippmann pointed out in 
Public Opinion that people can only get to know things beyond their contact 
scope through various news supply organizations [1]. Therefore, in the dissemi-
nation of information, especially in the era of information globalization, every 
country should carefully treat contents of news. Allowing foreign information to 
flow freely without hindrance will have a huge impact on the domestic politics, 
economy and other aspects of social life [2]. Thus International news in the age 
of information globalization should be treated with caution. 

But the development of global information is not always on the bright side. 
Western media always adopt the seemingly objective reporting method to prove 
the authority and credibility, and also use it as a tool to attack the news system of 
other countries [3]. The structural imbalance still exists in the current global in-
formation dissemination system. During the Cold War, the United States used 
its foreign broadcasting to divide the Soviet Union by beautifying its own image 
and uglifying the Soviet Union’s image [4]. Years ago, in order to protect the po-
litical interests of their countries, western media carried out false propaganda 
regardless of the authenticity and objectivity of the news. This not only violates 
the social responsibility of the press, but also interferes in the internal affairs of 
other countries, causing a negative impact on world peace. 

To study the international news about Corona virus disease-19 (COVID-19), 
we can understand the publicity strategies of different governments to deal with 
the epidemic, analyze the advantages and disadvantages from the effects of the 
strategies, and thus improve China’s strategies. Secondly, the images of the coun-
tries can be clearly seen from the international news. Thirdly, we can reflect on 
the problems of external publicity from the analysis of the news materials and 
learn from more effective publicity methods. 

This paper will adopt content analysis method. In terms of research subjects, 
China Daily and the New York Times are selected for comparative study, with 
the chosen news on COVID-19 ranging from February 2020 to May 2020. Through 
sampling analysis, this paper compares the two media’s selection of news themes, 
headlines, words and pictures, and explores the reasons for these differences. 

2. The Two Newspapers’ Different Features of International 
News on COVID-19 

2.1. China Daily 

Firstly, there are mainly positive contents. The Chinese media mostly praise the 
contributions of health workers, oppose to discrimination against patients and call 
for common efforts to fight against the epidemic. For example, when COVID-19 
spread across China around the 2020 Spring Festival, numerous medical workers 
have been reported risking their lives to stand up to adversity on the front lines 
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in Wuhan. Under their influence, countless ordinary members of society have 
joined the efforts in any way they can. They have all been praised as “heroes in 
harm’s way”. 

Secondly, journalists still strictly abide by the rules and regulations of report-
ing, follow the command of the CPC Central Committee, release articles care-
fully, stand together with the people and even guide the people’s thoughts in a 
right way. So while the pursuit of time is an important factor for China Daily, it 
is far less important than the national image. 

Thirdly, in terms of the achievements in fighting against the epidemic, those 
media have reported on the international praise for China, which not only in-
spires people’s courage, but also highlights China’s image in the international 
community. China’s active prevention and control of the epidemic, the effective 
closure of cities, the establishment of the Vulcan Mountain and Raytheon Moun-
tain Hospitals within only about 10 days, the national assistance to Wuhan and 
so on all reflect China’s status as a responsible superpower. 

2.2. The New York Times 

The first striking feature of the New York Times is that it is highly engaged with 
its users, requiring them to log in and subscribe frequently. This feature will 
have different effects in such special times as epidemic times. News will be sent 
to the user’s emails in time. The New York Times also uses other channels to in-
form users, which fully demonstrates the timely and diverse dissemination of 
news. 

The New York Times’ information on COVID-19 is largely critical of the neg-
ative. For example, the delivery of relief supplies is inadequate, patients are not 
actively treated, and the medical management system is not perfect. When re-
porting negative information, news will be accompanied by pictures closely re-
lated to the contents, which is visually shocking to people. 

It is worth mentioning that the New York Times will publish some news in 
social network sites like Twitter to follow hot topics and attract users’ atten-
tion and comments. One of the examples was the alarming misinformation to 
refer to the coronavirus as “China Virus”. But the fact is while the virus origi-
nated in China, viral diseases don’t have ethnic, racial or national characteris-
tics. The New York Times’ discrediting China’s epidemic reports sometimes 
appeal to Chinese online users and news spread from Twitter to Chinese Sina 
Weibo. 

3. Comparison of the Two Newspapers’ Contents of  
International News on COVID-19 

3.1. Theme Selection 

The theme of news refers to the central idea and basic point of view of a news 
report. The theme of news plays a leading role, runs through the whole text, do-
minates the writing, and is the basis of news conception, material selection, and 
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language expression. 
The international news of China and the United States on COVID-19 also 

have different tendency to choose themes. 
Among international news of China Daily, there are two articles entitled 

Books donated to COVID-19 patients in Wuhan, and Xi urges to be China-US 
action against COVID-19 in phone call with Trump. The contents of these two 
news articles are completely different. The first one is about the dedication of 
people to donate books, expressing the spirit of unity of Chinese people in the 
crisis and intending to encourage people. In the second article, China Daily is 
sending a signal to the world that China is willing to cooperate with the United 
States and other countries to fight against COVID-19. The common theme of 
these two articles is unity, which well reflects the ideological characteristics of 
Chinese journalists in their propaganda work. 

Some of the international news in the New York Times has different themes 
with those of China Daily. For example, COVID-19 Threatens Global Safety Net 
and COVID-19, Confusion and Uncertainty. Both of these two articles have 
negative aspects. The first one is that COVID-19 threatens some developing 
countries and economically underdeveloped countries, but the US government 
prevents these countries from receiving aids. There is no doubt that the theme of 
this article is to expose the uncooperative behavior of the US government, which 
is a kind of irony. The second news article is to express the public’s unease and 
worry about the development of the United States during the epidemic period. 
In this article, we can see the author’s reflection and worry. Both of these articles 
show to the audience a negative theme, saying that the spread of COVID-19 has 
exposed problems in the government, and people are uneasy about their future 
lives. 

In the author’s opinion, the New York Times exposing national problems in 
international news and the straightforward expression are the advantages of 
American national newspapers, but the negative contents will not bring any 
benefits. China Daily, as a large foreign propaganda newspaper of China, always 
focuses on the country and society in its news, putting the benefits first and fo-
cusing on reassuring, encouraging and caring for the public, which will help 
push the epidemic work forward. The development of the news reports in China 
is conducive to the development of a people-oriented society and also the main-
tenance of the unity of the country and the people. 

3.2. Title Selection 

News title should summarize news contents in a high degree. More importantly, 
news titles should be short and concise to attract audiences since they are placed 
before the news content. The following is a comparison of the headlines of the 
two newspapers. 

In the international news of China Daily, the language headlines are very con-
cise, mostly describing news events or summarizing news contents. It is very 
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important for readers to clearly express the specific contents of the events in a 
few words. For example: ‘Mission: Impossible’ sequels postponed over COVID-19 
concerns. Some headlines, however, were likely to provoke a different reaction, 
like a news entitled Beijing lowers COVID-19 Restrictions. The use of the verb 
“lower” can be interpreted as a way to lower the restrictions because things are 
getting better. It can also be interpreted as a way to slightly criticize Beijing for 
lowering the restrictions, which is more emotional and less objective. 

Headlines of the New York Times are vivid. For instance, How COVID-19 Is 
Making Millions of Americans Healthier? At the first sight, the main title uses 
interrogative rhetorical devices to arouse readers’ interest and attract readers to 
go deep into the text. Take a second look at it, it links the virus and health to-
gether, which is very contradictory. But then the subtitle People Are Finally Cook-
ing More makes an explanation so that readers can be clear right away. This kind 
of headline is fascinating, but if the reporter does not grasp the degree, it is easy 
to encounter the reader’s aversion. 

All in all, there is certain objectivity to both. The international news of the 
New York Times is relatively interesting and vivid, while there is room for im-
provement for China Daily in this aspect. 

3.3. Wording in the Context 

Journalistic professionalism requires that news reports should be objectively ex-
pressed and accurate, and concise language should be used to convey the facts. 
However, by its nature, journalism is subject to the control and interference of 
other systems of society. And any media has a subjective position, which is ma-
nifested in the system of news organizations and the attitudes of journalists to-
wards events. The following is a comparative analysis of selected words and 
phrases in the texts of China Daily and New York Times so as to better under-
stand the characteristics of the two media. 

In the International News of China Daily, there is an article entitled All Con-
firmed Cases of COVID-19 in Vietnam Cured, Anti-epidemic Measures Streng-
thened. This report was written on February 26, 2020 when the virus was already 
spreading in most parts of the world, new cases appearing and then cured. In 
this article, Vietnam has reported no confirmed case after Feb. 13, while Viet-
namese Prime Minister Nguyen Xuan Phuc has signed a directive to strengthen 
measures against the COVID-19 outbreak amid new concerning development 
across the world. The words in this article are properly used with a tone of ob-
jectivity. The only seemingly-not-so-serious word ‘Concerning’ is an objective 
description of concern. 

In the international news of the New York Times, there is an article entitled 
How the World Missed COVID-19’s Silent Spread. The content of this report is 
to reflect on people’s negligence towards the virus and feel sorry for the loss of 
life. In the article, the sentence “earlier, aggressive action might have saved tens 
of thousands of lives” has two obvious adjectives, “earlier” and “aggressive”, with 
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strong emotions. One is a kind of accusation that the time of action is late. The 
other is the criticism of the poor effectiveness of anti-epidemic efforts. The re-
porter’s emotions can be felt in the text, which is highly subjective. 

To sum up, China Daily is more objective and positive, while the New York 
Times is more aggressive in criticizing wrong behaviors. As a silent weapon, the 
news language would express attitudes of the media accurately and vividly by 
properly displaying the adjectives with subjective colors in the objective expres-
sion. 

3.4. Picture Using 

News pictures will attract readers’ strong attention because of their ability to re-
store the scene and the realistic sense of picture expression, which also makes 
them an indispensable part of news reports. News pictures can not only explain 
and illustrate the text, but also enhance the readability of the newspaper and 
arouse the emotional resonance of the readers. In the analysis of the internation-
al news reports of China Daily and New York Times, it will be analyzed from the 
nature of the pictures. 

Among China Daily’s International News, there is an article entitled Air Can-
ada to Temporarily Lay off 16,500 Staff Due to COVID-19 Crisis. The article has 
a picture of two aircrafts at the airport. The content of the text is objective, closely 
related to the picture (see Figure 1). The pictures used in China Daily are mo-
notonous and few in number. 

 

 
Figure 1. Picture used in China Daily’s international news. 
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The New York Times is full of pictures for international news. In the report, 
In Hunt for Virus Source, W.H.O. Let China Take Charge, there are 11 pictures 
directly showing the current situation on the streets of China, such as medical 
workers in protective suits and stranded people with luggage, vividly showing 
the confusion of people. The pictures, reflecting the dark side of Chinese an-
ti-epidemic activities, do not actually reveal the reality. There is a pessimistic and 
opposed tendency in reporting this piece of news (see Figure 2). This article has 
several pages with those pictures, trying to show “China’s surveillance system 
had failed to spot the outbreak, a failure that experts now say allowed its spread 
to accelerate”, and accusing the World Health Organization of being too close to 
China. 

From the above analysis, the New York Times has more perspectives and pic-
tures than China Daily, but with its false contents, readers might be led to make 
mistakes and form wrong opinions, or even have improper behaviors. 

 

 
 

 
Figure 2. Pictures used in New York Times’ international news. 
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4. The Reasons for the Differences between the  
Two Newspapers 

4.1. Principles of News Reporting 

Journalistic professionalism also emphasizes that the media should assume the 
responsibility of reflecting public opinion, forming public opinion and safeguard-
ing the public interest. Coombs said that crisis management is important be-
cause of advances in communication technologies that quickly bring crises to the 
attention of the public [5]. Media organizations, whether in the West or in Chi-
na, are not only restricted by external factors such as politics, economy and so-
ciety (including culture and public interests), but also restricted by internal logic 
and game rules in the organization’s own field. Journalism arises from the inte-
raction of media organizations with commercial interests, political systems, pub-
lic interests and self-checks and balances. 

The West has been pursuing the liberal economic model, which advocates free 
market theory and limited government theory, and calls for individual liberation 
and free development of people. Under this influence, various forces balance 
each other to promote the diversified development of the media. The news in-
dustry has also formed a relatively complete set of industry norms, and brought 
up a number of professional journalists with good quality and professional skills. 

Journalistic professionalism in China has come under pressure from the state 
and politics, and is deeply imprinted with patriotism while reporting news and 
delivering information. The most basic social function of journalism has been 
relegated to the back burner. Compared with professional journalists in the West, 
Chinese journalists bear a heavier burden. They feel that most of them have fam-
ilies and the whole world in mind and will publish news in strict accordance 
with the system prescribed by the state. 

4.2. Value 

Value of news includes two aspects: one is the value of news fact itself; the other 
is the degree of attention and cognitive judgment of journalists to the value of 
news fact. The value of journalist is very important for Cheufele and Tewksbury 
said journalists can have an impact on both the volume and character of news 
messages about a particular issue [6]. The orientation of news’ value is an im-
portant part of a social news communication system. It is restricted by the na-
ture, constitution, development and change process of the news communication 
system of the group, and it is subordinate to the specific social system. At the 
same time, news themselves are a direct reflection of the orientation of the news’ 
value of a certain society, which is different from the variety in politics, econo-
my, culture and other aspects of the society, and which also results in the differ-
ent orientation of the value of the news media. 

Li and Wu has mentioned that Western news reports focus on revealing re-
ports; Chinese news focuses on national image [7]. Media freedom in the United 
States is relatively strong, which is generated under the background of news 
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commercialization, and it follows the concept of Commodity Exchange. Not all 
of the news on the New York Times website are free. After a certain number of 
stories are read, the website asks for a subscription to go on reading the news. So 
the values of American news media are consumer-centered. The value orienta-
tion of American news media in reporting international news, especially cata-
strophic topics like COVID-19, mainly includes such factors as abruptness, con-
spicuousness, abnormalism, importance and negative impact. China pays more 
attention to positive propaganda, which should lead people to unite as one and 
solve problems positively. 

4.3. Western Culture Hegemonism 

People are now living in an era of globalization, where different cultures interact 
and penetrate each other. However, the Western cultural hegemony represented 
by the United States has been spreading all over the world. The government uses 
the media to influence its people and exert a strong influence on the cultural 
ideology of the whole society. With the help of its economic advantages, the 
United States has formed a global information communication system, monopo-
lizing nearly 90% of the world’s news and information, and controlling 75% of 
the world’s TV program production. Its network promotes American values and 
ideologies to the world in an all-round and all-time manner. As an American 
media, the New York Times may go against the wishes of the US government on 
domestic issues, but it will be highly consistent with the US government on ex-
ternal issues, slander other countries and make news in the news. 

In the special period of international communication activities, the news me-
dia must step by step follow the national and international strategy. [8] 

5. The Strategies of Improving China’s Foreign Publicity 
Ability 

5.1. To Tell Good Chinese Stories 

Since the outbreak of COVID-19, General Secretary Xi Jinping has repeatedly 
stressed the need to tell well the stories of China’s fighting against the epidemic. 
News should pay more attention to humanistic care, accurately grasp the emo-
tional orientation, and build up values of audiences in the Internet era. In the 
new era, we should be more aware of the needs of the masses, be people-oriented, 
respect and pay attention to the reporting subjects, and care for people’s living 
conditions and social rights and interests. 

International news in the special period will attract more attention. It is ne-
cessary to innovate the means of reporting and communication, grasp the do-
minant position, take the initiative and gather positive strength in the field of 
domestic and international public opinion [9]. In the era of new media, not only 
traditional media have extensive propaganda power, omnimedia also have great 
influence. For example, the Fang Cabin Hospital in Wuhan was broadcast live, 
which attracted wide attention and made the information directly, quickly and 
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vividly spread to the audience, showing the real China in front of the world. 
Mainstream media should learn to make more use of foreign social media 

platforms, such as Twitter and Facebook, to fight against the discordant voices 
in the West, set a positive example on behalf of China, put national interests 
first, and cooperate with others to produce better international news. 

5.2. To Improve the Foreign Language Ability of the Media 

In today’s era, the environment of public opinion, the pattern of the media and 
the mode of communication are all undergoing profound changes. To improve 
the media’s ability of presenting news correctly and properly, language levels 
should also be paid more attention to, which is an important element to enhance 
the international discourse power. Therefore, it is required for international re-
porters to improve their foreign language levels. Taking higher levels of English 
tests such as CET6 and even TEM8 is a necessity. 

6. Conclusion 

This paper analyzes the differences between New York Times and China Daily in 
the international news on COVID-19, helps to understand the advantages and 
disadvantages of Chinese media in reporting international news, and aims to 
improve China’s foreign publicity ability. The objective, fair and comprehensive 
coverage of international affairs will enable people to fully and timely grasp the 
international situation and help their governments make correct and wise deci-
sions on issues concerning national interests. It is the fundamental task of the 
media to cultivate a group of people who are well informed of the international 
situation and have good judgments on international reporting. Only with such 
insightful media can the quality of a country’s external communication be fun-
damentally improved. However, there are still rooms for improvement in the 
research. The study involves only dozens of pieces of international news, so the 
sample size is relatively small. If the study can be carried out in a larger scope, 
the results will be more convincing. Therefore, more researches need to be car-
ried out in depth, and the sample scope should be wider. 
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